
THE ADVANTAGES OF REFYNE CLOUD FAX

Replacing outdated on-premise fax servers and fax machines to 
send and receive referrals, authorizations and other records?

fax infrastructure and 
hardware maintenance 
using cloud based 
technology

the delivery of your faxes and 
reduce manual efforts with 
Vyne Medical’s fax automation 
and integrations, providing 
various options to fit your 
organization’s needs 

both clinical and non-clinical 
workflows while reducing 
paper, empowering your 
entire enterprise

communication by supporting 
Multifunctional Printers 
(MFPs) and enabling seamless 
email to fax (bi-directionally) 
along with third party and 
custom integrations
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Outbound Faxing 
for the EMR

Whether in-office or remote, 
Refyne Cloud Fax makes it 
easy for teams to manage 
incoming/outgoing faxes

Use as a single-department 
or enterprise-wide solution 
with options to fit your 
organization’s needs

Seamless EMR and
document management 
integrations improve 
departmental performances

Instant fax delivery with close 
to 7 million endpoints. If a fax 
number is on our network, it 
means a successful digital 
transmission

Due to time sensitivity in 
healthcare, faxes do not 
queue up and instead, start 
sending within 30 seconds

Can serve as the fax engine 
for the EMR with the 
cloud-based electronic 
transmission of a multitude 
of outbound documents

Our powerful cloud faxing solution works as a standalone or integrates with 
your existing technology to facilitate seamless bi-directional electronic faxing, 
reducing printing and scanning while empowering teams to efficiently 
manage large volumes of sensitive and urgent communications.

Vyne Medical's cloud faxing adds healthcare-specific functionality and reliability 
to the process. Improving the delivery of incoming and outgoing faxes, Refyne 
Cloud Fax streamlines the associated workflows throughout your enterprise.

Revolutionize Your 
Healthcare Operations 
with Refyne  Cloud Fax



Ready to move forward?
Contact us today to start the process! vynemedical.com

(256) 269-1671

FEATURES

No busy signals

Worklist-driven, customizable workflows and reporting capabilities 

Fax assignments to users or groups

Subscription packages based on usage - only pay for faxes you send and receive

Connection to existing fax machines to assist in the elimination of phone lines

Resume function - will not resend pages that were previously delivered

Real-time call rejection for disabled Direct Inward Dial (DID) numbers

EHR and HIS integration

Efficient search functionality with Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

Central repository stores commonly used forms

Retention of existing fax engine integrations and interfaces with the 
added benefits of cloud - based fax exchanges

Real-time encrypted communications between various fax 
servers, applications, MFPs, and fax machines

Unique and programmable inbound CSID presented to caller

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Refyne Other

Refyne Cloud Fax vs.
The average fax engine
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Healthcare-specific, cloud-based faxing with patient-centric features


